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Abstract. A force-feedback Phantom device, a custom-built vibrotactile
dataglove, and embossed paper sheets are compared to detect different textures.
Two types of patterns are used, one formed by different geometrical shapes, and
the other with different grooves width. Evaluation shows that the vibrotactile
dataglove performs better in the detection of textures where the frequency of
tactile stimuli varies, and it is even useful to detect more complex textures.
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Introduction

Haptic feedback is of vital importance in manipulative and exploration tasks of the
daily life, as stated in [1]. Unfortunately, many interfaces for virtual environments do
not provide this kind of feedback. One of the tasks that have been carried out to verify
the effectiveness of this technology is the identification of materials and textures.
Minsky et al. [2] used a joystick to experiment with force feedback, using a depth
map texture. Some other authors attempted to optimize these systems when used to
distinguish different materials [3] [4]. Tactile feedback can be used as a complement
to force feedback, but it is also useful by its own, and it is often used even to replace
it. In particular, vibrotactile feedback uses vibrations to transmit sensations through
the skin, which plays an essential role in the way the different textures are detected
[5]. There are tasks in which vibrations can increase the performance, reducing the
response times or minimizing the forces used. Small modified speakers were used in
[6] and, in a similar experiment, [7] used vibrotactile tactors to discriminate materials
of different stiffness. A different actuator, the vibrator motor, has reduced bandwidth
but is integrated in multiple devices, such as gaming peripherals [8], mobile phones,
and datagloves [9].
In this context of texture identification, Kyung et al. [10] describes an experiment
that compares force, tactile and vibrotactile feedback technologies. It was considered
of interest to continue this experiment and use the same basis in order to have a
reference to compare the results with. In the proposed study, some changes have been
introduced, the vibrator is integrated in a dataglove and located directly on the
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fingertip, one of the most sensitive areas of the body [11], the control algorithm has
been be optimized to reduce its latency, and some paper patterns have been
introduced so that a real model can be considered in the analysis of the results. Next
section will detail the patterns and the haptic feedback methods used.
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Description of the haptic feedback methods

The comparison of the three haptic feedback methods was performed using a
discrimination task involving the identification of textures that followed some
predefined patterns. Two of the three groups of patterns shown in [10] were used in
this experiment. In the first group, each pattern is composed of four times the same
geometric shape, while in the second each pattern is formed by horizontal lines with
different spacing between them. These patterns were converted into tangible images
where the black areas are 1 mm deeper than white ones (Fig 1 -left). In order to
distinguish them, the user must perform scanning movements with each of the haptic
approaches considered:
a) Force feedback - Sensable Phantom. With this device [12] and the H3DAPI
library [13], textures were represented in a virtual box with patterns embossed
in its upper side, using a depth map where the gray level determined the
relative displacement. An X3D model was created for each pattern, and the
Ruspini algorithm was selected for the haptic rendering.
b) Vibrotactile feedback. The second method is a dataglove capable of
providing vibrotactile feedback that was developed in our laboratory [14]. This
device has a small vibrating actuator, located on the index finger, whose
frequency can be varied by the pulse width modulation generated on a
microcontroller. The finger was tracked by a PhaseSpace system, attaching
one LED on top of the fingertip (Fig. 1 –right).
c) Direct stimulation. In this case, the user moves her finger directly on the
texture. It is the ideal tactile feedback, because the latency is zero, and the
bandwidth and resolution are only limited by the sensitivity of the skin. The
patterns are built using transparent paper 1 mm thick, removing the black areas
to create zones of palpable depression. Patterns were placed on a table beneath
another larger table that hid it form the user.

Figure 1. Groups of patterns used (left) and custom-made dataglove (right).
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Experiment Design

Twelve different users (4 women and 8 men) were requested to distinguish the
patterns of both groups using the three aforementioned methods. After each trial the
users were informed about the correct answer. To prevent that the order could
influence the results, the sequence was determined by the Latin square method. After
each test, users were asked to rate the time they spent learning to detect patterns, the
difficulty to distinguish them in an advanced phase, and the comfort of each device.
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Figure 2. Average duration of trials (left) and percentage of correct answers (right). Bounded
lines represent the interval between the first and third quartile of the samples.
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Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows both the average duration of each attempt (left), and the average
percentage of correct answers (right). As expected for the first group of textures, the
method of direct tactile stimulation is the fastest and the one which provides the
higher percentage of correct answers, due to the advantage of having the entire
surface of the fingertip to follow contours and identify shapes. Similarly, the force
feedback percentage of hits is very close, because the device guides the user’s finger
when the cursor passes over an area of depression, reducing the cognitive effort. In
the case of the dataglove, the stimulation is performed in one point and does not allow
accurate tracking of the border. In this case, the user is required to develop a detection
strategy different from the one followed naturally. This requires the user to make a
greater effort, resulting in higher error rate and time consumption.
For the second set of textures, the most efficient method in terms of both time and
hit rate is the vibrotactile feedback, even improving the method of direct stimulation.
To discriminate between different patterns, the user typically scans the texture across
the lines at constant speed, trying to identify the timing or frequency of the marks.
That is why the vibration is appropriate, since the user perceives clearly the necessary
information. In contrast, when the user swipes its finger across the paper textures
much more spatial information is received that has to be discarded, so the
effectiveness is not as good in terms of time and error rate. Finally, the separation
between the lines is perceived mostly at a kinaesthetic level when using the force
feedback, affecting the performance of this feedback method in this test.
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Conclusions

A texture discrimination experiment has been conducted in order to compare force
and tactile feedback with the vibration feedback of a glove developed at our
laboratory. Vibrotactile feedback seems to be the most effective method to distinguish
between texture patterns that can be identified by the frequency changes of their
surface features while rubbing it with the finger. However, in tasks where a precise
spatial recognition is needed to identify shapes it has not resulted as effective as other
methods, yet has proved to be useful.
This study shows some interesting results that can be corroborated in a future work
by expanding both the number of users and the variety of textures to detect, also
recognizing textures or shapes in the space, where the use of multiple vibrotactile
actuators can be an advantage compared to the localized force feedback.
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